
 

 

Name:______________________________________    email address    ____________________________ Phone________________  

We will post a proof of your preferred layout to a private mountainclimb.com web page for purchase. Submit changes if you 

wish. If the proof meets your expectations, finish the purchase. Allow two weeks for delivery. 

Your Marker 

Add text (no graphics.) This marker is  not limited to the number of characters you may have. 
Choose a symbol from the right, for the center. Scan or photograph your drawing and return to Betty at geositu@gmail.com 
 

 
Equilateral triangle with equal cross hairs indicates a 

bench mark. A bench mark is a position of precise eleva-

tion and position.  
 

Equilateral triangle with a dot in the center is a triangula-

tion station mark. It marks a precise position of lat/lon 

and less precise elevation. The mark of precise position 

is used to “triangulate” i.e. establish the lat/lon and ap-

proximate elevation of other points on the horizon. 
 

 

Arrow indicates a reference mark. A reference mark 

points in the direction of the primary mark (bench mark, 

triangulation station, or other.) There are generally 2-3 

marks pointing to the primary mark. 
 

 

Crosshairs of equal length. This mark is seen on some 

marks; on map legends, it indicates a “spot” elevation.  
 

 

 

Crosshairs with long line bisected by a shorter line. This 

is generally seen marking a boundary. We sometime 

use this on custom marks more for esthetics than mean-

ing. 
 

 

Circle with a dot, blank circle, dot only. We don ’ t 

know a lot about these but we think they are more 

about position than elevation or for stamping an ID 

number. Circles and dots and squares are some-

times seen painted as markers on boulders. 

GEOMARK™   
CUSTOM BRONZE BENCH MARK  

FOR PERMANENT INSTALLATION  

$400 $200 during product development stage 
( i nstallation compound and instructions included. )  

 

Great architectural detail for a special place. Great Gift! 
 
 

If adding coordinates and/or elevation, get the best information available, but remember, 

these markers should be considered an approximation of position and elevation, not a 

legal survey monument unless the data are acquired by a licensed land surveyor.  

 

Your unique marker doesn’t have to display survey data. Whatever expresses your con-

nection to your special place, in your unique way, will make a great  architectural detail 

and conversation piece. 
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Sample art detail above. These markers are 

CNC milled. The text is cut from the surface 

of the marker. There is no choice in font. 

Finished sample marker  detail below. 


